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Abstract The central question this paper explores is “Do people keep their promise to avoid expectationbased guilt?” In our modified trust game, the promisee can buy fair insurance if she decides to invest. Since the promisee would prefer buying an insurance if she distrusts the promisor, the decision to insure would be informative to the promisor of what the promisee expects from him. Thus the promisor, if he breaks his promise, should experience lower guilt if promisee insures. First, we find that in absence of selection bias, promise increases trustworthy behavior by the promisor. Second, we find that subjects are heterogeneous in their reasons for keeping their promise. Though we find that behavior of some subjects are consistent with guilt-aversion hypothesis, a larger group of subjects keep their promise regardless of what the promisee expects.
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“It is the disappointment of the person we promise to which occasions the obligation to perform it.”
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- Adam Smith, Lectures on Jurisprudence



Introduction



Trust has been shown to be strongly correlated with economic growth,1 ability of firms to grow large2 and higher judicial efficiency.2 Trust is a valuable social capital as it aids in formation of partnerships where risks are involved. But in the absence of trustworthy behavior, trust alone cannot lead to efficient outcomes.3 A promise may play an important role in initiation of partnerships where trust is involved. Politicians commit to future policies to persuade voters (Finan and Schechter [2012]). Credit sales among Jewish diamond merchants rely on verbal promises (Richman [2005]). Borrowing and lending in informal markets in developing economies are often based on word-of-mouth promises.4 The success of such transactions depend not only on a promise being made, but more importantly, the promise being kept. External mechanisms like reputation concerns when agents interact repeatedly (Klein and Leffler [1981], Brown et al. [2004]) and third party enforcement mechanism (Mirrles [1976], Holmstrom [1979]) where punitive measures can be taken against those who break their promise can ensure promise keeping. Absent such external mechanisms, individuals can be motivated by moral obligations to keep their promise. Though it is well established that cheap-talk communication has a positive effect on cooperative behavior (Hicken et al. [2014], Kessler & Leider [2011], Ostrom et al. [1992], Thaler et al. [2012], Charness and Dufwenberg [2006]), the exact channel through which communication increases cooperative behavior is not well understood. 1



Knack and Keefer [1997] La Porta et al. [1997] 3 In Berg et al. [1995], trustors lost money on average even though positive fraction of trustees chose to act in trustworthy manner. Other experimental studies which replicate the Berg et al. [1995] trust game also makes the same observation (See Johnson et al. [2011] for a meta study on trust games). 4 A survey by Zhang, Yuan, and Lin [2002] estimates that 84% of all informal lending in the Guangdong province in China is based on personal credit without collateral. 2
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This paper explores the moral costs that may explain promise keeping behavior. A possible purpose a promise may serve is to gain the trust of the promise-recipient (promisee). A promise thus may induce the promisee to expect that the promisor will act in accordance with his word. If the promisee’s expectations are raised, she suffers disappointment when the promisor acts otherwise. The promisor, in turn suffers disutility to the extent that he disappoints the promisee’s expectation. To avoid such disutility, a promisor may keep his promise. This idea that the moral obligation of keeping one’s promise stems from avoiding disappointment of the expectations generated in the promisee has found mention in works of early philosophers like Hume and Smith.5 Charness and Dufwenberg [2006] formalize this idea and present a theory of expectation-based guilt-aversion to explain promise-keeping. Alternately, another proposed moral force for promise-keeping is that individuals have a fixed-cost of breaking their promise. The literature refers to this fixed cost as preference for commitment. The fixed-cost may arise for several reasons. One popular theory is that individuals have a preference for consistent behavior and dislike behaving contrary to what they have said.6 This encourages them to keep their promise. Another theory by Ostrom et al. [1992] suggests that the cost may arise from social norms. In this paper, we do not concentrate on why the fixed cost may arise. Instead we focus on the distinction between expectations-based guilt and the non-expectation-based fixed-cost of breaking one’s promise. We use a modified trust game to understand whether expectation-based guilt plays a role in promise keeping, or whether promisors incur a fixed-cost for behaving in an untrustworthy manner independent of the expectation of the promisee. To tease out guilt from fixed-cost, we vary how much the promisor believes his action will disappoint the promisee. To illustrate our design, imagine the following hypothetical scenario. Bob has promised Ann that he would go hiking with her in 5



Haakonssen [1989] presents an interpretation of Adam Smith’s idea on the moral obligation of promises by saying “...one is under obligation to perform that which the impartial spectator would resent the non-performance of, and one’s feeling of obligation consists in internalizing this resentment so that one would resent oneself, so to speak, for not performing the thing promised.” 6 Festinger [1957], Falk and Zimmermann [2011].
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the Smokies over the weekend (even though ideally he wishes not to go). Ann is excited about the prospect of going hiking with Bob but is unsure whether Bob will keep his promise. For the weekend, Ann can make backup plans with her friends or keep the weekend free from any other engagement. Ann’s decision to make backup plans would depend on how likely she thinks Bob is going to keep his promise.7 Thus if Bob learns that Ann has made secondary plans, he infers that Ann does not completely believe in his promise, compared to when Ann keeps her whole weekend free from any other engagement. Thus Ann’s (promisee) action allows Bob (promisor) to infer the amount of trust conferred on him by Ann. Ann’s actions act as a direct instrument for varying Bob’s expectations and consequently the guilt suffered by him. If Bob has a fixed cost of breaking a promise, then the psychological cost he pays for breaking his promise is the same regardless of Ann’s choice to make back-up plans or not. This allows us to separate out guilt from a preference for commitment. The evidence from previous literature on why people keep their promise is mixed. In the seminal paper by Charness and Dufwenberg [2006], they show that when individuals promise in a trust game, it increases their trustworthy behavior. Additionally, they observe that the trustworthy behavior of the promisors is positively correlated with their second-order beliefs.8 Thus they suggest that promises are kept because of guilt aversion. However, their observation is also consistent with preference for commitment hypothesis. If the promisors believe that the trustors can predict their behavior well, then those who choose to keep their promise because of fixed-cost will also report higher second-order beliefs. In a notable experiment, Ellingsen et al. [2010] directly tests whether trustworthy behavior can be 7



Backup plans are often used in industry. For example, Staples uses a primary supplier for their product, but also has backup suppliers in case the first supplier fails to deliver (Zeng et al. [2015]). One might argue that such relationships generally involve formal contracts and any decision to have backup plans may be driven by external risks. Yet, since contracts are often incomplete, it may leave room for opportunistic behavior by a supplier creating additional risk from trusting. Thus backup plans may play important role even in absence of external risks. 8 In a two-person game with Player A and B, the first-order belief of A is the belief held by A on B’s choice. The second-order belief of B is the belief held by B over the first-order belief of A.
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explained by guilt aversion. They find that guilt plays no role in how trustees behave in trust games. To vary guilt, they elicit the trustor’s belief of the amount the trustee would return (first-order beliefs) and then informed the trustee of this belief. The trustor was unaware that his reported belief was revealed to the trustee. They find no correlation between the trustor’s beliefs and the amount returned by trustee. However, recent work by Khalmetski et al. [2015] suggests that the lack of correlation in Ellingsen et al. [2010] can be rationalized by the existence of individuals who not only like to live up to other’s expectation but may also like to exceed them. Vanberg [2008] looks at a dictator game with a pre-play communication stage. After making a promise, a dictator can meet with two types of recipients- the recipient he promised to or a recipient who received a promise but from a different dictator. As predicted, dictators think recipients expect to receive the same amount irrespective of the type of recipient they get matched with. If dictators were guilt-averse, they would give similar amounts to the recipients as their expectations are the same. Instead, he finds dictators give significantly more when paired with the recipient he made a promise to. However, as Ederer and Stremitzer [2015] point out, a plausible reason behind this observation could be that an individual experiences guilt only if he is directly responsible in inducing an increase in the promisee’s expectation. Potters et al. [2015] use a clever design to disentangle whether the expectations-based guilt averse hypothesis or the fixed-cost explains promise keeping behavior. In their design, they use a trust game where a random device determines whether the promisor’s message will be delivered to the promisee. They argue that when the promise is delivered, promisee’s expect a higher payoff than when the promise is not delivered. Consistent with the guilt-aversion prediction, they find that those whose promises are not delivered are less likely to keep their promise than those whose promises are delivered. But they also observe that the delivered message has the same positive impact even when the message is not a promise. Lastly, they find that undelivered promises has
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greater positive impact on trustworthy behavior than undelivered non-promise messages. Thus they conclude that the fixed-cost of promise keeping explains their data better. They also find that those who are trustworthy self-select into sending a promise. On the other hand, Schwartz et al. [2015] use a similar design with a continuous trust game to conclude that promise keeping is driven by expectations-based guilt aversion. In both papers, they compare the behavior of the promisors whose message is delivered to those whose message is not delivered. Thus they achieve a variation in expectations through a broken promissory link. Our design on the other hand moves expectations without breaking the promisory link between the promisor and the promisee. In a recent paper, Ederer and Stremitzer [2015] (henceforth ES) show that guilt is a reason behind promise keeping. In their design, they too vary the level of guilt experienced by Bob. To understand their design and the difference between their design and ours, we refer back to our hypothetical scenario. Imagine Bob promised Ann that he would go hiking with her. Ann is excited but knows that if it rains, the hiking plan will have to be canceled. In their design, there are two states of the world. In state 1, there is a high chance of rain and in state 2 there is a very low chance of rain over the weekend. Since they can go hiking only if it is sunny, Ann expects to go hiking less often in state 1 than in state 2. Since Bob understands this, he experiences lower level of guilt when he breaks his promise in state 1 than in state 2. Though Ann expects to go hiking less often in state 1, this does not imply that Ann believes that Bob is going to keep his promise less often in state 1 than in state 2 as a promise conveys Bob’s intention conditional on the fact that he can choose to carry out his intention when the time comes (weather being sunny).9 Thus their variation of guilt depends on an exogenous factor, namely, the likelihood that it will rain. Our work differs from ES in several respects. First, there are no external forces which can prevent Bob from acting on his promise. Therefore, in our design, 9



Our explanation provides insight into why ES observes no significant difference in first-order beliefs contrary to their predictions.
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when Ann chooses to trust, Bob’s choice always has payoff consequences for Ann. In ES, Bob’s choice has payoff consequences when Ann chooses to trust and when it is possible for Bob to act on his promise. Thus, Ann’s decision to trust solely rests on her perceived social risk.10 Second, Ann’s assessment of how likely Bob is to keep his promise depends only on how credible she thinks Bob’s promise is. Thus our design allows us to observe Ann’s perception of the credibility of a promise. Third, since Ann’s action signals the level of trust she confers on Bob, if he experiences guilt, it will be solely driven by his expectation of how likely Ann thinks he is going to keep his promise. Therefore, our design captures the effect of endogenous change in Bob’s expectations on Bob’s promise keeping behavior. Fourth, as we vary belief endogenously, if guilt aversion is indeed a reason behind promise keeping, then distrust can be self fulfilling as it reduces the guilt experienced by Bob when he makes a promise. First, we find that when subjects send a promise, they are more likely to choose the non-selfish action. Second, we find that in aggregate, subjects promise keeping behavior cannot be explained by expectations-based guilt. A closer look at the data reveals that subjects are heterogeneous in their reasons for promise keeping. We find that for some subjects, promise keeping is motivated by guilt-aversion. But a larger number of subjects keep their promise even if their expectations are not moved by their promise. This behavior is inconsistent with expectations-based guilt aversion. Thus, promise keeping behavior is also motivated by preference for commitment. We also observe a particular form of message which we will refer as conditional promise which is often used by subjects. We conjecture that since promises can create moral obligations to keep it, subjects send conditional promise to reduce their moral obligation to choose non-selfishly. The significance of our work is manifold. First, our work not only shows that individuals attach value to their message but also isolates reasons why they would attach value to their communication. 10



By social risk, we mean the risk that one takes when interacting with another individual. Individuals perceive social risks differently than they perceive risk that arises from external (non-human interaction) factors (Bohnet et al. [2015]).
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Second, previous literature has concentrated on using exogenous variation in expectation to test for channels through which promise-keeping operates. Such external variation is achieved at the cost of a broken promissory link11 which may compromise the integrity and meaning of a promise.12,13 By varying expectations through the game, we preserve the essence of the relationship between a promisor and the promisee created through the promise. Finally, our work also contributes to the growing literature on informal contracts. The theory of contract suggests that the success of economic transactions is based on existence and enforcement of formal contracts. If institutional enforcement of contracts are weak, failure of economic transactions and hence sub-optimal economic outcomes are predicted. Our work suggests that transactions, when promises are made, can be successful even without any formal contracts as there are moral costs of breaking one’s promise.
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Design



To determine if expectations-based guilt-aversion is a reason behind promise-keeping, we modify the trust game as represented in Figure 1. The standard trust game represents a situation where two individuals, Ann and Bob can form a partnership which benefits Bob, but may or may not benefit Ann. If the partnership is formed, Ann’s benefit depends on Bob’s action but the decision to form a partnership rests solely on Ann. Bob’s material benefit is strictly lower when the partnership is not formed. We first describe the game and then make predictions. In our modified trust game, Ann is endowed with $5. She can choose to Keep 5, in which case the partnership is not formed and both Ann and Bob receive $5. Alternately, if Ann decides to Keep 0, Bob receives $5 from Ann and a partnership is formed. When a partnership is formed, Bob 11



Promisee gets switched (Vanberg [2008]), promise is not delivered (Schwartz et al. [2015]) or promisor is unable to keep his promise due to external causes (ES [2015]). 12 In contract law, only parties to the contract may enforce the terms of the agreement. For example, in the event of the promisor’s death, promisor’s kins are not legally responsible for unpaid balances. Which means that the promisor is not responsible to keep his word to a third-party not part of the contract. 13 Fried [1981] argues that since a promise is relational, its communication is essential to invoke any moral obligation.
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Ann($5)



Keep 5



Keep 0 Ann







 $5 $5



Insure



Not Insure



Bob T ake 



 $3 $19



Bob Share 



 $8 $12



T ake 



$0 $19







Share 



 $11 $12



Figure 1: Modified Trust Game - G1



has to decide what he wants to do with the $5. He can either choose to Share, in which case he receives $12. Otherwise he can choose to Take, in which case he receives $19. Before Bob chooses between Share and Take, Ann can decide if she wants to insure her investment. Her payoff depends on Bob’s choice and her decision to insure. If Ann decides to Not Insure, she receives $11 when Bob chooses Share and $0 when Bob chooses Take. If Ann decides to Insure, then she receives $8 when Bob chooses Share and receives $3 when Bob chooses Take. By insuring Ann gets to protect part of her investment ($3) when Bob chooses Take but pays $3 for the insurance when Bob chooses Share. Ann and Bob’s available set of actions is common knowledge. Ann’s ability to insure her investment and Bob’s knowledge of the actions taken by Ann are the key innovations of the design. Several features of the design are worth noting. First, the game is preceded by a communication stage where Bob can send a message to Ann. Since Bob is strictly better off when Ann decides to form a partnership, Bob has an incentive to persuade Ann to enter the partnership. This may take the form of a promise, where Bob assures Ann of his intent to take the action which benefits
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Ann, in this case, Share. Second, Bob’s payoff does not depend on Ann’s insurance decision. This is a crucial feature of our design as it eliminates differing positive reciprocity from Bob between Insure and Not Insure. Third, we expect that Ann’s action will be informative of her belief on Bob’s decision to Share and the amount she expects to receive from Bob. Since we focus on the reason why Bob would keep his promise, we lay out the predictions depending upon Bob’s preference-type14 and assuming he has sent a promise.15 In Appendix A.2, we provide a simple model that formalizes our conjectures described below. Selfish Preference: If Bob is only self-interested and risk-neutral, his utility function can be represented as UB (sA , sB ) = πB (sA , sB ) where πB is his material payoff and sA is Ann’s action and sB is Bob’s action. Standard self-interested preferences will predict that Bob always chooses Take regardless of Ann’s decision to Insure or Not Insure. Ann, anticipating Bob’s decision, will choose Keep 5 and no partnership will be formed. As talk is cheap, any message sent by Bob will be disregarded. Note that these predictions are not consistent with previous data from trust game experiments, with or without communication.16 Preference for commitment: If Bob has fixed-cost for breaking his promise, his utility function can be represented as UB (sA , sB ; yB ) = πB (sA , sB ) − cB I(yB ) where yB is the promised action and cB is the cost of breaking a promise, I(yB ) = 0 if yB = sB and I(yB ) = 1 if yB 6= sB . If preference for commitment were the only reason behind keeping promise, then our design predicts that Bob is equally likely to choose Share when Ann chooses to Insure or to Not Insure. The reasoning is as follows. Preference for commitment states that Bob incurs a cost whenever he acts contrary to what he has said. When Bob makes a promise, he states his intent to choose Share regardless of 14 Since we are interested in observing Bob’s behavior, we assume for the sake of simplicity that Ann cares only about her material payoffs. It is common in the literature to assume only one player exhibits non-standard preferences. See Geanakoplos et al. [1989], Charness and Dufwenberg [2006], Battigalli and Dufwenberg [2009] for examples of games where only one player is assumed to exhibit social concerns. 15 At this point it is instructive to note that, by a promise, we refer to an unconditional promise where Bob expresses an intent to choose Share irrespective of Ann’s decision to insure. 16 Charness and Dufwenberg [2006], Vanberg [2008].
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Ann’s decision to Insure or Not Insure. Also note that conditional on Bob’s action, his payoff is the same whether Ann chooses to Insure or to Not Insure. Thus, his decision depends on the cost he incurs from acting differently than what he has said and the benefit from breaking his promise. If the cost is high enough, Bob would choose Share, otherwise he would choose Take, regardless of Ann’s decision to Insure or Not Insure. Expectation-based guilt-averse preferences: If Bob is guilt-averse, then his utility function is represented by UB (sA , sB ) = πB (sA , sB )−θB (max{EB (EA (πA (sA )))−πA (sA , sB ), 0}) where θB ∈ [0, ∞) is the measure of intensity of guilt of Bob. EA (πA (sA )) is the amount Ann expects when she chooses sA and EB (EA (πA (sA ))) is what Bob expects Ann expects to receive. This is the form of utility function used by Charness and Dufwenberg [2006] to incorporate guilt-aversion. Guilt-aversion predicts that Bob is more likely to choose Share under Not Insure than under Insure.17 When Bob makes a promise, Ann evaluates the credibility of Bob’s promise before deciding on her action. If she thinks that the promise is credible, then she is better off choosing to Keep 0 & Not Insure. If she doubts the credibility of the promise, then she is better off choosing to Insure. Since Ann’s action depends on how credible she thinks Bob’s promise is, Bob can infer the level of trust Ann places on him by observing her action.18 Bob expects that Ann when she chooses to Not Insure is more likely to believe that he is going to Share than when Ann chooses to Insure. Therefore, if guilt is a reason behind keeping promise, the level of guilt faced by Bob will be higher when Ann chooses to Insure than Not Insure. This would lead to Bob choosing Share more often when Ann chooses Not Insure than Insure.19 17



See appendix A.2 for more details on the assumptions required. There is a possibility that Ann’s action signals her risk preferences to Bob. But Eckel and Wilson [2004] and Houser et al. [2010] show that trustors decision is not driven by their risk attitude. Though this observation does not completely rule out that promisor interprets promisee’s choice as promisee’s risk attitude, we find that promisor’s hold higher beliefs under Not Insure than Insure. 19 We assume that Anns are not strategic. That is, they choose according to how credible they think the promise is and not take in account how their action would affect Bob’s behavior. If Anns understood that their choice to Not Insure would signal high expectations and hence induce more guilt, then individuals who attach low credibility to Bob’s promise may also find it fruitful to choose Not Insure. But Bobs would infer that some Anns who choose Not Insure do not really think that the promise is credible. This in turn will lower what Bob thinks Ann expects from 18
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Our experimental design leads to the following hypothesis. Hypothesis 1. Anns who choose to Not Insure are more likely to believe that Bob will choose Share than Anns who choose Insure. Hypothesis 2. Bob’s second-order belief (and hence second-order expectation) is greater when Ann, after deciding to Keep 0, decides Not to Insure than when she decides to Insure. Hypothesis 3. If expectation-based guilt-aversion is a reason behind keeping a promise, then we would observe Bobs are more likely to choose Share when Ann does not Insure than when she decides to Insure. If Bob only has a fixed cost for breaking his promise, then Bob is equally likely to choose Share under Insure and Not Insure.



2.1



Control



In our design, Bob’s material payoff does not depend on Ann’s choice to Insure or Not Insure, but Ann’s material payoff depends on it. If Bob has other-regarding preferences,20 then Bob’s final payoff will now depend on whether Ann chose to Insure or Not Insure. In particular, Bob makes Ann worse off when he chooses Take under Not Insure than under Insure. If Bob has other-regarding preferences, his behavior will be identical to the guilt-averse Bob. He will be more likely to choose Share under Not Insure than under Insure. The control serves to account for other-regarding behavior by Bob. In the control, we do not let Ann choose an action. The computer chooses Keep 5, Keep 0 & Insure and Keep 0 & Not Insure with equal probability. This additional modification reduces the trust game in Figure 1 to a dictator game. Bob makes allocation decisions which determine both him. Note that Anns who think Bobs’ promise to be credible will not choose to Insure. If Ann decides to Insure, then she must hold lower beliefs. Thus decision to Insure would still signal low credibility if we relax the assumption of Ann to be non-strategic. 20 Other-regarding preference suggests that individuals not only care about what they receive but also care about what others receive. See Fehr and Schmidt [1999].
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Ann’s and Bob’s payoffs. Bob’s choice in the control gives us a measure of his other-regarding preferences. Therefore, the control allows us to take in account any difference in choice by Bob between Insure and Not Insure which can be driven by other-regarding preferences. Since Ann cannot choose, a promise is meaningless as it cannot influence Ann’s choice. In the control, Bob could not send any message to Ann.21



3



Experimental Procedure



The experiment was conducted at the Experimental Lab in The Ohio State University. There were 12 sessions with a total of 254 participants. Recruitment of participants was done using ORSEE (Greiner [2004]). All interactions between participants took place through computer terminals. A session consisted of 12 rounds of the modified trust game. After the instructions were read out, participants answered several questions to test their understanding of the instructions.22 In the first round, participants were randomly assigned to one of the following roles: A (Ann) or B (Bob). Roles then alternated each round. In each round, they were paired with a participant of the other role. The participant they were paired with changed every round and they never interacted with the same participant twice.23 Participants were informed that each round would be one of two types, 1) Control or 2) Treatment.24 At the beginning of every round, they were informed whether the round was the Control or the Treatment . There were 6 rounds of control and 6 rounds of treatment in a session.25 The order 21



The fact that our control differs from the treatment in two dimensions - Bob’s ability to send a message and Ann’s power to make a decision- is deliberate. The purpose of the control is to measure Bob’s preference over allocation. By not letting Ann choose, the choice of Insure and Not Insure no longer serves as a signal to Bob of how much Ann believes that Bob will choose Share. Thus the difference in choice to Share between Insure and Not Insure will reflect other regarding preferences without any confound. 22 The experimenter went around checking the answers individually and assisting those who answered incorrectly. 23 First 6 sessions were conducted using the perfect stranger matching. Due to low show up of participants, the later 6 sessions were conducted with perfect stranger matching in the treatment where subject could communicate. In the control, there was a low probability that same subjects interacted again. 24 We did not use the terms ‘Control’ and ‘Treatment’ in the instructions. Instead, we used ‘No Communication’ and ‘Communication’. 25 In session 6, due to low show up, participants played 8 rounds, 4 rounds of control and 4 four rounds of treatment.
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in which the control and the treatment rounds appeared were randomized across sessions. Since subjects’ role alternate each round, we had two consecutive rounds of the same type to get equal number of data from the control and the treatment for each subject. After participants completed all 12 rounds they answered several follow-up questions which include demographic questions, Big Five measures and questions about the content of messages sent and received. Participants receive no feedback till the end of the session.



3.1



Treatment Protocol



First, participants in the role of Bob had the opportunity to send a written message to their partner. Each participant was given 65 seconds to write their message.26 They were asked not to reveal their identity in any way to their partner.27 Otherwise, they were free to send any message they wished. Second, after receiving the message, Ann decided whether to Keep 0 or Keep 5. If she decided to Keep 0, she then chose whether to Insure or Not Insure her investment. Third, after making her choice, Ann was asked to report “How likely do you think it is that Bob is going to Share given your action”.28 Ann was asked to report a number between 0 and 100 signifying her belief. To incentivize her response, we used a mechanism proposed by Karni [2009].29 The payment mechanism implemented in the experiment is as follows. After Ann reported the number, the computer chose a number r ∼ U [0, 100]. If Ann reported a number that was greater than r, then she received $1 if Bob chose Share after her chosen action and 0 if Bob chose Take. If Ann’s reported number was less than r, she received $1 r% of the time. The belief elicitation In session 9-12, a slight variation of our initial treatment was implemented in the first four rounds. Thus, participants played only 8 rounds in the original condition. 26 The time limit was enforced. Previous literature has usually used a time duration of 60-90 seconds for writing a message. 27 Message data shows that no subject revealed their identity. 28 Notice we elicit Ann’s first order belief only for her chosen action. 29 This mechanism has been previously used by Mobius et al. [2014], Baldiga [2014] to elicit subjective probabilities.
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procedure is incentive compatible for all risk preferences and the participants were told that it is in their best interest to report truthfully. Since Bob can choose only if Ann does not Keep 5, we did not ask Ann to report her belief whenever she chose Keep 5. If Ann chose Keep 5, she was given a lottery which paid her $1 with probability



1 2.



Fourth, Bob was not informed of Ann’s choice and was asked to report his second-order belief and choice using the strategy method. That is, Bob was asked to state his belief of how likely he thinks Ann thinks he is going to Share assuming that Ann has chosen Insure and assuming that Ann has chosen Not Insure. Bob also chose between Take and Share assuming that Ann has chosen Insure and assuming that Ann has chosen Not Insure. In the instructions, we used X and Y to indicate choice of Take and Share respectively to avoid any framing effect. In a round, Bob was always asked to state his belief under a particular choice of Ann and then to state his choice under the same action. The order of belief first and choice second was done deliberately to reduce any salient effect of choice on their reported belief. We exploit a within-subject design to observe Bob’s action for both choices of Ann, giving us a measure of individual level of consistency. Though a withinsubject construct might compel participants to make different choices across Ann’s actions,30 it is crucial in our experiment as it allows us to rule out across-subject differences in sensitivity to guilt as a possible explanation for our findings. Additionally, since participants in the role of Bob are exposed to both conditions, there might be potential effects of the order in which scenarios are presented to them. To prevent Bob’s responses from being biased due to an ordering effect, we randomize the order in which participants are presented with the scenarios.31 For each round, half of the Bobs were asked to state their belief and choice under Insure first and the other half stated their belief and choice under Not Insure. 30



We try to control for this to a certain extent by mentioning in the instructions that “Bobs are under no obligation to choose same or different actions.” See Charness, Gneezy & Kuhn [2012]. 31 We do not find any effect of the order in which scenarios are presented on Bob’s beliefs or choice. see Appendix A.1.2.
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To elicit Bob’s second-order belief we asked him to guess what Ann reported in her belief stage given Ann’s choice.32 Bob reported a number between 0 and 100 to state his expectation of Ann’s belief that he is going to Share. We use the quadratic scoring rule to elicit Bob’s belief. For belief payment, Bob’s reported beliefs were compared with Ann’s reported belief. If Bob’s reported belief was less than



+ −5



and more than + − 10



of Ann’s reported belief, he received $1. If his reported belief was less than



+ −5



+ −8



of Ann’s reported belief, he received $0.50. If his reported belief was less than



and more than



+ −8



of Ann’s reported belief, he received $0.25. Bob was told it is in his best



interest to report his beliefs truthfully. He was paid for the belief corresponding to the action Ann actually took. If Ann chose Keep 5, Bob was given a lottery which paid $1 with probability 12 .



3.2



Control Protocol



The control rounds were very similar to the treatment except that Ann could not make a choice and Bob could not send a message. The computer decided on Ann’s behalf. Ann was informed of the computer’s choice but Bob was not. As in the treatment, Ann stated her belief after the computer chose to Insure or Not Insure. In the case the computer chose Keep 5, she was given a lottery which paid $1 with probability 12 . Bob made his decisions and stated his beliefs just as he did in the treatment. 32



We asked a slightly different but equivalent question in session 9-12 to elicit Bob’s belief. We asked Bob to report the average of Ann’s guess under Insure and Not Insure. Since we use perfect stranger matching with no feedback, this is the same as asking to guess what the Ann they are paired with would do. We changed the question to avoid hedging by subjects as some Bobs were trying to coordinate on belief guesses in the communication round. E.g. “ put 48%, i’m doing that for both also if you keep zero i’ll keep y”. The average beliefs reported in Session 9-12 is lower than Session 1-8. When we eliminate subjects who tried to coordinate, the beliefs are not very different.
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4



Results



4.1



Data Summary



We ran 12 sessions of the experiment and had 254 participants. In most sessions, each participant made 12 decisions, 6 in the control and 6 in the treatment. In each of the control and the treatment, they played 3 rounds in the role of Bob and 3 rounds in the role of Ann. The total number of observations we have in the experiment is 2704. The total number of observations we have in the role of Bob is 1352. Since each subject made decisions in multiple rounds, we analyze our data at the subject level.



4.2



Message Coding



Messages sent by Bob were coded by the experimenter into the following 5 categories; 1) Promise, 2) Empty Talk, 3) Vague and 4) No Message and 5) Conditional promise. A promise is when Bob intends to choose Share whenever Ann Keeps 0. An empty talk makes no reference to the experiment. A vague message refers to the experiment but does not state Bob’s intent to choose Share.33 In a conditional promise, Bob states his intent to Share when Ann chooses Not Insure. Table 1 represents the number of messages we had for each category.34 We also collected data on participants’ opinion on the intent of a message. In a post-session questionnaire, we provided participants with select messages and asked them what they thought Bob meant when he sent the message. On average, most participants agreed with our categorization of a promise to mean that Bob will choose Share whenever Ann chooses to Insure or Not Insure .35 33 Previous papers have included all messages that were not a promise as empty talk We include the category vague in our analysis to distinguish between messages which make no reference to the experiment versus some which do. 34 Appendix C Table 15 gives a sample of the messages sent by participants in the role of Bob. 35 Appendix C Table 16 provides the list of sample messages that the subjects coded at the end of the experiment. Over 80% of our subjects agreed with our categorization of a promise to mean the sender will choose Share irrespective of Ann’s action.
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Table 1: Messages in Each Category



4.3



Promise



Number 302



Percentage 45



Empty Vague No Message Conditional Promise



40 53 62 200



6 8 9 30



Example If you choose Keep 0, I will 100% choose Y(Share) regardless of you choosing insure or not insure Go Bucks! Keep 0 If you choose Not Insure, I will choose Y(Share).



Promise



Since the focus of the paper is on why promises are kept, we analyze the behavior of Bob’s and Ann’s contingent on a promise being made and received respectively. In our data, 302 promises were sent by the subjects when they were in the role of Bob. Since we have repeated observations for each subject, we analyze the data at subject level. The subject level data is created by averaging the choice of the subject over rounds. 174 subjects sent a promise and 186 subjects received a promise at least once.



4.3.1



Ann’s Beliefs



We hypothesized that Anns who received a promise and chose to Insure will hold lower beliefs that Bob will Share than Anns who received a promise and chose to Not Insure. Recall that after Ann made her choice, we asked her to report how likely she thinks it is that Bob will Share given her action. Figure 2(a) depicts Ann’s beliefs when she received a promise. In the treatment, promisees who choose Insure (n = 44) report that on average Bob has a 59% chance of keeping his promise while those who choose Not Insure (n = 142) report that Bob has a 80% chance of keeping his
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promise. The 21 percent point increase in belief is significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p 


(b) First-Order Expectation



What are Ann’s beliefs in the control? Figure 2(a) depicts beliefs reported in the control by the Anns who have received a promise in the treatment. When the computer picked Insure, on average Ann thought Bob has a 41% (n=131) chance of choosing Share. When the computer picked Not Insure, on average Ann reported Bob has a 43% (n=116) chance of choosing Share. This small increase in beliefs is not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p=0.46). The insignificant but positive difference in belief between Insure and Not Insure in the control suggests that Anns anticipate that some Bobs may have other-regarding preferences, and hence more likely to choose Share when the computer chooses Not Insure than Insure.38 Additionally, note that Ann holds higher beliefs when 36



To lend further support to our conjecture that Ann’s belief measure how credible she feels the promise is, we studied participants who had chosen both Insure and Not Insure in different rounds. They report 67% when they chose Insure versus 80% when they chose Not Insure (p=0.03). 37 In ES [2015], the promisee’s belief does not vary between the reliable and unreliable device. This is possibly because promisee’s stated their belief conditional on the promisor being able to keep his promise. In our design, since the promisor can always choose to act on his promise, this issue does not arise and we have a precise measure of how credible promisee’s think the promise is. 38 We will see later that this anticipation is correct as a significant number of Bobs are inequity-averse.
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she receives a promise (treatment) than in the control for both Insure and Not Insure.39 Anns also report higher beliefs under Insure and Not Insure when she receives a promise compared to no message or empty talk.40 This shows that promise increases Ann’s belief that Bob will choose Share and replicates the finding of previous studies (Charness & Dufwenberg [2006], Vanberg [2008]). In Section 4.3.4 we will analyse how accurate Ann is at predicting Bob’s actions. Result 1: Promisees who choose to Not Insure expect a higher payoff than promisees who choose to Insure.



4.3.2



Bob’s Beliefs



Our conjecture is that when Bob observes Ann choosing Not Insure, he believes that Ann finds his promise more credible than when he observes Ann choosing to Insure. If it is correct, we should observe higher second-order belief reported by Bob under Not Insure than Insure. Figure 3: Second-Order Belief and Expectation (b) Second-Order Expectation: Treatment



(a) Second-Order Belief: Control and Treatment



Recall that we elicited Bob’s belief using the strategy method, i.e., he reported two numbers, one assuming Ann had chosen to Insure and another assuming Ann chose to Not Insure. Figure 3(a) 39



Ranksum, p < 0.001 under Insure, p < 0.001 under Not Insure. The beliefs reported when Ann receives no message or empty talk are 43% and 47% under Insure and Not Insure respectively. The beliefs are significantly different than the reported beliefs when a promise is received (Ranksum, p = 0.003 under Insure, p = 0.003 under Not Insure). 40
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shows Bob’s second-order beliefs conditional on sending a promise. The average belief reported if Ann chooses to Insure is 61.82% and 68.28% if Ann chooses Not Insure. The 6.5 percentage point difference is small but highly statistically significant (Mann-Whitney signrank, p 


4.3.3



Bob’s Decision



Table 2 shows the percentage of Bobs choosing to Share when they are in the control and when they make a promise in the treatment. Column 3 in Table 2 represents the choice to Share aggregating over subjects choice under Insure and Not Insure. A comparison of aggregate choice between control (33%) and promise (61%) shows that when Bobs promise, they chose to Share more often (Rank 41



The difference in belief observed is very similar to the difference in belief observed by ES [2015]. We use the expectations-based guilt-aversion model defined by Charness and Dufwenberg [2006]. 43 Some participants tried to coordinate on the beliefs through the messages e.g. “put 100%, i’m doing that for both also if you keep zero i’ll pick y(Share)”. This led to many reporting the same beliefs for Insure and Not Insure. After dropping 10 observations for suspected misreporting, promisor beliefs for Insure were 59.9% and Not Insure were 67.1% (signrank, p 
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Sum, p < 0.001). Additionally, a comparison of aggregate choice between those who promise (61%) and those who engage in empty talk or no message(30%) also shows that there is an increase in cooperative behavior when a person sends a promise (Rank Sum, p < 0.001).44,45 Thus our finding on the effect of communication on trustworthy behavior is in line with the general findings on the effect of communication in trust games (Charness & Dufwenberg [2006], Vanberg [2008]). Table 2: Percentage of Bobs choosing Share Type Control Treatment(All Messages) Promise Empty/No Message



Insure 25% 45% 57% 26%



Not Insure 37% 62% 65% 32%



Aggregate 33% 53% 61% 30%



Result 3: Promises increase trustworthy behavior from Bobs. Figure 4: Overall Behavior of Promisor



44



It is possible that this increase from the control is partly driven by Ann being able to actively choose. Many papers show that in trust games when the first-mover chooses an action of her own volition reciprocity increases as compared to when a random device decides for her or she is forced to make a decision. However, note that in our data when an empty talk or no message is sent, there is no increase in cooperation. Hence, we can safely conclude that a significant part of the increase is being driven by the content of the message and not simply by Ann’s ability to take a decision. 45 Ismayilov & Potters [2015] propose that increased cooperation rates after promises are made is not due to promises inducing more trustworthy behavior but as a result of cooperative people self-selecting to send promises. We do not find evidence for their claim as we compare the same individuals in the treatment and in the control and find that when they promise are more likely to choose Share in the treatment than in the control.
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Having seen that a promise to choose Share increases the choice of Share, we now analyze why people keep their promises. Figure 4 represents the fraction of promisors who chose Share conditional on Ann’s action. We observe that 65% of promisors keep their promise (choose Share) when Ann chooses to Not Insure while 57% of promisors keep their promise when Ann chooses to Insure. The 8 percentage point difference is statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed rank test, n=174 p < 0.001). Since other-regarding preferences can also explain the difference in choice, we look at how the promisors behave in the control. In the control, 27% of the Bobs choose Share under Insure while 39% of Bobs choose Share under Not Insure. The 12 percentage point difference is significant (Wilcoxon signed rank test, n=174, p < 0.001). This suggests that the difference in choice in the treatment could be explained by other-regarding preferences. To further investigate, we run a probit with interaction term between choosing Not Insure and treatment. Table 3: Decision to choose Share Probit predicting probability of Promisor choosing Share I II NotInsure 0.11**** 0.12**** Treatment NotInsure*Treatment Period Controls Clusters R2 N



(0.02)



(0.02)



0.32****



0.33****



(0.03)



(0.03)



-0.01



-0.02



(0.02)



(0.03)



-0.01***



-0.01***



(0.004)



(0.004)



No 174 0.07 1510



Yes 174 0.11 1510



Notes: We report marginal effects of change in variables. Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors clustered at subject id. Interaction corrected using Norton, Wang, and Ai (2004). Session dummies and gender included in the controls but not reported. * p


Table 3 reports the marginal effects of a probit model with probability of choosing Share by Bob as the dependent variable. The independent variable Not Insure indicates whether Bob’s choice was for Not Insure (Not Insure=1 ) or Insure (Not Insure=0 ). Treatment indicates whether Bob 23



could send a message to Ann and Ann could make a choice (Treatment=1 ). NotInsure*Treatment is the interaction term between Not Insure and Treatment, which is the main variable of our interest. The significant and positive coefficient of the treatment variable suggests that being able to send a promise and Ann being able to decide increases trustworthy behavior. The significant and positive coefficient of the variable Not Insure suggests that choice of Share increases from Insure to Not Insure in the control. The coefficient of the interaction term is insignificant, suggesting that the difference in choice between Insure and Not Insure in the treatment is not different from the difference in choice in the control. Thus other-regarding preferences can explain the difference in choice in the treatment. Therefore, our data cannot reject the null hypothesis that second-order expectations do not play a role in promise keeping. There are several reasons why our data may reject the expectations-based guilt aversion hypothesis. First, it is indeed the case that expectations do not play any role in promise keeping. Second, recall that the amount of guilt experienced by breaking a promise depends on 1) the secondorder expectations of the promisor46 and 2) his sensitivity towards his second-order expectations.46 Therefore, it is possible that either most subjects hold high enough second-order expectation under Insure for them to choose the non-selfish action or they are extremely sensitive to the second-order expectations.47 Third, the power of our design comes from detecting guilt aversion through a switch from Take to Share between Insure and Not Insure. Thus, a closer look at the subjects who switch may reveal their motivations more clearly than the aggregate data. To understand why the hypothesis is rejected, we first look at the strategy used by the promisors in the treatment at an observation level to identify subjects whose behavior is affected by and those 46 Recall that promisors who are guilt averse, their utility is represented by UB (sA , sB ) = πB (sA , sB ) − θB (max{EB (EA (πA (sa ))) − πA (sA , sB ), 0}). Thus the amount of guilt experienced depends on EB (EA (πA (sa ))), which is promisor’s second-order expectation. It also depends on θ, which is a measure of sensitivity to the secondorder expectation. 47 Note that subjects can have high second-order expectations and at the same time be very sensitive to the secondorder expectations. If that is the case, then the aggregate data will reject our hypothesis even when guilt plays a role in promise keeping.
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Figure 5: Strategy of the Promisors



whose behavior is invariant to Ann’s decision to Insure. Strategy of the promisor is the action chosen by him under Insure and Not Insure and is represented as (M,N) where M represents the action chosen under Insure and N under Not Insure (M ∈ {T ake, Share}; N ∈ {T ake, Share} ). Figure 5 represents the strategy of the promisors. We find that participants, when they promise, are very likely to choose Share independent of promisee’s choice to Insure or Not Insure (58%). The second most frequent strategy is to not keep the promise (choose Take) (31%) irrespective of promisee’s choice. In 10% of the observations, participants choose Take under Insure and Share under Not Insure. Given our experimental design, the participants who choose differently between Insure and Not Insure are the most likely candidates whose behavior can be explained by expectation-based guilt aversion. We have 26 unique participants who, after making a promise, chose differently between Insure and Not Insure at least once. In the following analysis, we will restrict attention to these participants and observe their overall behavior when they send a promise and their corresponding behavior in the control. For promisors whose choice depends on Ann’s action (Figure 6b), 95% of promisors choose Share under Not Insure and 25% of promisors choose Share under Insure while in the control 41% of promisors choose Share under Not Insure and 14% of the promisors choose Share under Insure.
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Figure 6: Behavior of Promisor: Strategy (Take,Share) chosen at least once (a) Second Order Belief



(b) Percentage of Promisors choosing Share



There is 70 percentage point difference in choice in the treatment (Signrank, n = 26, p < 0.001) while only 27 percentage point difference in choice in the control (Signrank, n = 26, p = 0.004). The difference in choice when they promise cannot be completely explained by their distributional preferences. Thus, accounting for their distributional preferences, their difference in behavior can be attributed to expectations-based guilt. Further support to our claim is provided by their reported beliefs. Figure 6(a) shows the average belief reported by promisors whose choice was dependent on Ann’s choice to Insure or Not Insure at least once. In the treatment, the belief stated under Insure is 61% while the belief stated under Not Insure is 74% (Signrank, n = 26, p = 0.006). Thus, the promisors expect that the promisees expect more from them when the promisees choose Not Insure. In the control, they report a belief of 47% under Insure and 50% under Not Insure. The difference is not significant (Signrank, p = 0.37). To further explore this, we run a difference-in-difference with probability of choosing Share as the dependent variable. Table 4 reports the marginal effects of a probit model with probability of choosing Share by Bob as the dependent variable. The coefficient on Not Insure captures the level of inequity-aversion displayed by Bob. The positive and significant coefficient suggests that Bobs are more likely to choose Share under Not Insure than Insure as they are more reluctant to give a $0 payoff to
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Table 4: Decision to choose Share Probit predicting probability of Promisor choosing Share I II NotInsure 0.30**** 0.36**** Treatment NotInsure*Treatment Period Controls Clusters R2 N



(0.08)



(0.09)



0.23***



0.22**



(0.09)



(0.11)



0.36****



0.36***



(0.10)



(0.13)



-0.02***



-0.01*



(0.009)



(0.01)



No 26 0.28 238



Yes 26 0.41 238



Notes: We report marginal effects of change in variables. Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors clustered at subject id. Interaction corrected using Norton, Wang, and Ai (2004). Session dummies and gender included in the controls but not reported. * p


Ann than $3. The significantly positive coefficient on Treatment suggests that promises increases trustworthy behavior. The main variable of our interest is the interaction term between Insure and treatment which captures the change in behavior between Insure and Not Insure when Bob makes a promise after controlling for the change in behavior induced by inequity-aversion. The large positive and significant coefficient confirms our earlier observation. For our restricted sample, expectation-based guilt explains their promise keeping behavior. What can we infer about the participants who choose to keep their promise regardless of Ann’s decision to Insure or Not Insure? As noted in Figure 5, subjects choose Share 58% of the times irrespective of Ann’s choice. The overwhelming increase in trustworthy behavior when Bob makes a promise makes it difficult to distinguish between the two motives for promise keeping as the choice of these subjects can be explained by 1) expectation-based guilt if participants are more sensitive to second-order beliefs than those who switch or they hold higher second-order beliefs under Insure than those who switch or 2) they have a fixed cost of promise keeping.48 A closer look at the 48 The weakness of our design comes from the fact that Bob has binary choice. Yet, that is also the strength of the design as binary choice lends a precise meaning to promise.
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behavior of the promisors who uses the strategy (Share,Share) reveals that subjects also have a fixed cost for breaking their promise. Figure 7: Belief and Choice: Strategy (Share,Share) chosen at least once (a) Promisor’s Second Order Belief



(b) Promisor’s Choice



We have 108 unique subjects who chose the strategy (Share,Share) at least once. Out of the 108 subjects, 13 subjects also used the strategy (Take,Share).49 Since the behavior of these subjects are consistent with expectations-based guilt, we will exclude them in the following analysis. We will only concentrate on the 95 subjects who never used the strategy (Take, Share) and have played (Share,Share) at least once. Figure 7 depicts, at an aggregate level, the beliefs and choice of the promisors who used the strategy (Share,Share) at least once. Participants report a belief of 70% under Insure and 74% under Not Insure (Figure 7(a)). The 4% difference is highly significant (Signrank, n = 95, p = 0.002). The beliefs reported by the promisors who use the strategy (Share,Share) at least once are not significantly different from those who used the strategy (Take,Share).50 Yet, as Figure 7(b) shows, 93% of the promisors chose to keep their promise under Insure and 92% chose 49 In average, they chose Share under Insure 51% of the times, and 100% of the times under Not Insure in the treatment. The same subjects chose Share 19% of the times under Insure and 52% of the times under Not Insure in the control. The difference in choice in the treatment is is larger than the difference in the control. They also hold higher second-order beliefs in the treatment and in the control. 50 Those who use (Take,Share) report 61% under Insure. Those who use (Share,Share), report 70% under Insure. The difference is not significant[Ranksum, p=0.11]. Similarly,those who use (Take,Share) report 74% under Not Insure. Those who use (Share,Share), report 74% under Not Insure. The difference is not significant[Ranksum, p=0.94]
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to keep their promise under Not Insure. Since the beliefs do not differ significantly under Insure between those who use the strategy (Take,Share) and those who use the strategy (Share,Share), their choice of Share under Insure cannot be rationalized by high second-order beliefs. If expectationbased guilt aversion is the only factor that is driving these subjects to keep their promise, then it must be that these subjects are more sensitive to the expectations of the promisee. We will show that higher sensitivity to second-order expectations also cannot entirely explain the increase in promise keeping. Figure 8: Beliefs and Choice: Strategy (Share,Share) (a) Choice: Less than the Mode



(b) Beliefs: Less than the Mode



(c) Choice: By less or more than Mode



48 out of the 95 subjects hold beliefs under Insure which is lower than the modal belief (the modal belief of the 95 subjects under Insure is 70% and 80% under Not Insure.). Bobs whose stated belief which falls below the modal belief (n = 48) under Insure report an average belief of 29



51% under Insure and 59% under Not Insure in the treatment (Figure 8(a)). In the control, these subjects report an average belief of 47% under Insure and 48% under Not Insure. Though there is a significant increase in belief between control and treatment for Not Insure (Signrank, n = 48, p < 0.001), the difference in belief for Insure is not significant (Signrank, n = 48,p = 0.15). Yet, in the control only 33% chose Share under Insure, but when they made a promise, they chose Share 91% of the times under Insure. The difference is highly significant (Signrank, n = 48, p < 0.001). Therefore sensitivity to guilt cannot explain this change in behavior from control to treatment. This suggests that participants incur a cost of breaking their promise, even if they don’t expect that the promisee believes them. Further, those who hold beliefs higher than the modal belief (n = 47) under Insure, they chose Share 95% of the times while those who held lower beliefs chose Share 91% of the times under Insure. This difference is not significant (Rank sum, p = 0.24). Similarly, high belief subjects chose Share 95% of the times under Not Insure while low belief subjects chose Share 91% of the times under Not Insure. This difference too is not significant (Rank-Sum, p = 0.23). These observations are inconsistent with the expectations theory as the beliefs are similar between control and treatment for Insure, yet their choice of Share increases significantly when the subject makes a promise. Their choice also do not differ significantly from subjects who hold high beliefs.51 For those who hold beliefs higher than the modal belief, it is difficult to disentangle whether it is expectation that is influencing their behavior or they simply have a fixed cost of breaking their promise. Their behavior is consistent with expectations-based guilt aversion as they hold high beliefs and also choose Share under Insure and Not Insure. At the same time, their behavior can also be explained by preference for commitment. Summarizing results to this point; Result 4: Subjects are heterogeneous in their reasons for promise keeping. We find 15% of 51



Table 14 in Appendix A.1.4 provides further support for our claim. Even after controlling for expectations, there still remains a positive Treatment effect.
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subjects whose promise keeping behavior is consistent with expectation based guilt aversion. We find 28% of subjects whose promise keeping behavior is consistent with preference for commitment.



4.3.4



Ann’s Decision



Though we are primarily interested in Bob’s decisions, we report how Ann chooses based upon the message she receives. Table 5 reports Ann’s decision based on the message she received. As previous research suggests, receiving a promise increases Ann’s trust significantly more than either an empty talk or a no message. Ann is more likely to invest all her money when she receives a promise as compared to empty talk and no message. Table 5: Ann’s decision across content of message Type of message received by Ann Promise (n=185) Empty Talk(n=40) No Message(n=62)



Fraction of Ann choosing Keep 5 Keep 0 Insure Not Insure 20 19 61 54 31 15 54 32 14



We conclude our discussion on Ann’s behavior by analyzing how good Anns are at guessing Bobs choice when they receive a promise. In the treatment 57% and 65% of Bob’s choose Share under Insure and Not Insure respectively. Ann’s reported beliefs were 58% under Insure and 81% under Not Insure. The reported beliefs under Insure are very close to the actual proportion of Bob’s choosing Share under Insure. On the other hand, the reported beliefs are considerably higher for Not Insure than the actual proportion of Bob’s choosing Share, suggesting over-optimism. But does Ann’s optimism pay off? In the treatment, Ann’s average payoff given the percentage of promisors choosing Share when she chooses to Insure is $5.85 and $7.15 when she chooses Not Insure. Even though Anns are optimistic in their belief and the amount they expected is not the same as the amount they receive given their choice, they still do better on average by choosing Keep 0 over Keep 5. 31



4.4



Conditional Promise



We categorize a message as a conditional promise if Bob states an intent to choose the non-selfish action (Share) when Ann chooses to Not Insure, but remains silent on what he would do if she decides to Insure. Hence, a conditional promise differs from a promise in two ways. One, a conditional promise imposes a requirement on Ann’s choice for Bob to choose the non-selfish action. Two, it is vague as it does not make clear Bob’s intended action on all nodes where he will make a decision.52 But does this deliberate attempt at partial silence convey information about what the sender would do when Ann chooses to Insure? To understand how participants interpret the content of a conditional promise, we refer to the post-session questionnaire. Table 6 shows how participants interpreted the sender’s intended actions for conditional promise and promise. 40% of the participants state that in a conditional promise, the sender’s intent of what he would do if Ann chooses to Insure cannot be inferred. A considerable percent of participants interpret the silence to be meaningful. While 25% think the sender intended to choose Take, 35% think sender intended to choose Share. This is in stark contrast to a promise, where 84% of participants agree a promise to mean that sender meant to choose Share unconditionally. This difference in composition and interpretation of a conditional promise from a promise verifies the necessity to differentiate them. Though the structure of our game opens up a richer set of messages, unfortunately its use to answer our main hypothesis is limited. Imagine Bob sends the following message “If you choose to Keep 0 & Not Insure I will choose Share so we get the largest payoff” and chooses Share when Ann chooses Not Insure and Take when Ann chooses Insure. This behavior could very well be driven by a preference for commitment as the sender has only given his word to choose Share when Ann chooses to Not Insure. Hence, these messages cannot be used to disentangle preference for 52



Blume and Board [2014] say “A speaker’s statement is intentionally vague if it is imprecise, and more precise statements were available to her.” Limited experimental studies involve the explicit use of vague messages. See Board and Blume [2014], Wood [2015].
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Table 6: Interpreting a message



Conditional Promise Promise



Bob meant to choose the following actions: (Share,Share) (φ,Share) (Take,Share) 29% 40% 31% 84% 7% 9%



Notes: For the exact messages in the questionnaire, see Appendix C.



commitment and expectation-based guilt-aversion. Though the use of such messages is limited in providing support for our main hypothesis, it nonetheless leads to interesting observations. Table 7 shows the percentage of Bobs choosing Share under Insure and Not Insure. When Bobs make a conditional promise, 39% choose Share under Insure and 73% choose Share under Not Insure. The difference is significant (Sign Rank Test, p < 0.001) but as we mentioned earlier, the difference in action when Bob makes a conditional promise does not let us disentangle between expectation-based guilt aversion or preference for commitment hypothesis. Row 3 of table 7 shows the percentage of Bobs choosing Share when they send no message. Note that the fraction of Bob’s choosing Share under Insure when they send a conditional promise is greater by 8% then when they send no message. Even though Bob does not state his intention under Insure when he sends a conditional promise, his behavior under Insure is not identical to when he sends no message. As our qualitative data suggests, this is possibly because some Bobs might feel that Anns interpret a conditional promise the same way as a promise. This will lead to holding higher belief under Insure when they send a conditional promise compared to no message. Table 8 verifies the conjecture. The beliefs under Insure for conditional promisor is considerably larger than sending no message and is slightly lower than promisors. It is not surprising to observe that Bobs choose Share more often under Insure when they send a promise compared to conditional promise. Curiously, even though statistically insignificant, those who make conditional promise choose Share under Not Insure more often than those who send
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Table 7: Percentage of Bobs Choosing Share : By Message Type



Promise Conditional Promise No Message Empty



Insure 57 39 28 23



Not Insure 65 73 37 26



a promise (p-value= 0.13). This suggests that conditional promise have stronger moral influence in decision making. As we stated earlier, when Bob makes a conditional promise, he imposes a requirement on Ann’s choice for him to choose Share unlike when he makes a promise. This additional requirement he imposes on Ann may make him feel more obligated to choose Share under Not Insure. Table 8: Second Order Beliefs by Types of Messages Sent



Promise Conditional Promise No Message



Insure 67 59 46



Not Insure 72 75 45



Is it more profitable for Bobs to send a conditional promise? Bob’s average monetary payoff when he sends a conditional promise is $11.70 and $12.50 when he sends a promise. Bob’s payoff depends not only on Bob’s choice but also Ann’s choice and Ann’s choice depends on the type of message she receives. Since a conditional promisor chooses Share more often under Not Insure than a promisor, whenever Ann chose Not Insure, the promisor’s monetary payoff is higher than that of a conditional promisors. On the other hand, a conditional promisor receives a higher payoff when Ann chooses Insure than promisor. But as Table 9 suggests, very few Ann’s choose to Insure when they receive a conditional promise. Thus a conditional promisor’s payoff is lower than a promisor’s payoff.
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Table 9: Ann’s action when she received a conditional promise or a promise. Keep 5 Conditional Promise Promise



5



23% 20%



Insure 7% 19%



Keep 0 Not Insure 71% 61%



Conclusion



To understand the reason behind promise-keeping, we conduct a laboratory experiment to disentangle expectation-based guilt from a fixed cost of breaking a promise. If expectations matter, then the change in expectations should influence an individual’s decision to keep his word. Through the promisee’s choice, we manipulate the promisor’s expectation of how likely the promisee thinks he will keep his word. Unlike most of the previous literature, the experimental design exploits endogenous variation in beliefs to identify the reasons behind promise-keeping. Like previous papers, we find a promise enhances trust and increases cooperation. Our results further suggest that individuals are heterogeneous in their reasons for promise-keeping. Although expectations matter, they do not matter for everyone. While 15% of the participants can be classified as having guilt-averse preferences, nearly 28% of the promisors can be classified as having a preference for commitment. Our design expands the set of messages that could be used to persuade the trustor as compared to a binary trust game. Contrary to our initial conjecture that trustees would use unconditional promises to persuade trustors, we find substantial use of conditional promises. The presence of conditional promises is interesting, but we can only speculate about its cause. One possibility is that participants use it to communicate strategically to reduce the moral obligation to choose the non-selfish action. Specifically, they choose to send conditional promises where they state precisely what their choice would be if Ann chooses to Not Insure, but do not state what they would do in the case Ann chooses to Insure. Those who send conditional promise do not feel morally obligated to choose Share if Ann chooses to Insure. They are more likely to choose Share under Not Insure
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compared to those who send a promise. A second possibility could be, that it is used to draw the trustor’s attention to her payoff-maximizing outcome (Not Insure) and hence is a more persuasive message. Further research is needed to concentrate on the strategic use of vague messages as a way to alleviate moral obligations.
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A



Appendix A - Additional Results and Model



A.1 A.1.1



Additional Results No Message and Empty Talk



We have 37 messages (31 unique participants) categorized as empty talk. Examples are “At least the ac is working, and theres no chance of rain today” or “hello :)”. We used this category for all messages which make no reference to what the sender would do and is unrelated to the trust game that they are playing53 . We have 58 messages (45 unique participants) where no message was sent. Table 10 reports Bob’s choice conditional on the type of message sent. First, there is no significant difference in choice between Insure and Not Insure in the treatment for either of the categories. Second, Bob is no more likely to choose Share in the treatment than in the control. Table 11 reports probit regression to establish this result54 . Hence, contrary to sending a promise, which increases cooperative behavior for Bob significantly, an empty talk or no message does not achieve increased cooperation. Although this observation could be a result of certain non-cooperators self selecting into not sending a message, it is still worthwhile to note that when no message is sent, Bob’s behavior is not influenced by Ann’s ability to take an action or not. Table 10: Percentage of Bobs choosing Share when they send Empty talk or No Message Message Type Empty (n=31) No Message(n=45)



Control Treatment Control Treatment



Insure 23 23 24 28



Not Insure 31 26 32 37



53 There is a possibility that some of these messages are not devoid of a desire to persuade and hence not meaningfully ‘empty’. In a message like ‘Go Bucks’, the sender could be trying to establish social connectedness to persuade the trustor to trust. Since the focus of our paper was to explore promise-keeping, we tried to keep the categorization of promises conservative. 54 Since behavior of participants in both categories are quiet similar, we pool them together.
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Table 11: Decision to choose Share: Empty or No Message Probit predicting probability of Promisor choosing Share I II NotInsure 0.07*** 0.08*** (0.02)



Treatment NotInsure*Treatment Period Controls Clusters R2 N



(0.03)



0.06



0.06



(0.04)



(0.05)



-0.03



-0.04



(0.05)



(0.13)



0.008



0.006



(0.006)



(0.006)



No 72 0.008 616



Yes 72 0.05 616



Notes: We report marginal effects of change in variables. Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors clustered at subject id. Interaction corrected using Norton, Wang, and Ai [2004]. Session dummies included but not reported. * p


A.1.2



Order effects



Due to the use of a within-subject design, our participants made decisions under two different scenarios which were presented sequentially. A concern of implementing such designs is that the order in which the scenarios appear may affect the reference and framing of treatments (Charness et al. [2012]). To reduce the effects of order of exposure, we randomized the sequence in which we elicited Bob’s decisions for Insure and Not Insure. Half of the Bobs were first asked to make decisions assuming A chose Insure while the other half were asked to make decisions assuming A chose Not Insure. We find no effect of ordering on either Bob’s elicited action or his beliefs. Table 12 summarizes our results. Table 12: Sequence of eliciting belief and action



Mean Belief for Insure Mean Belief for Not Insure Percentage choosing Share for Insure Percentage choosing Share for Not Insure



Observed First (n=532) 52.6 58.4 35.7 49.2
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Observed Second (n=556) 52.3 59.9 36.3 49.4



p-value 0.85 0.38 0.83 0.90



A.1.3



Experimental Manipulation of Beliefs



As a robustness check for the success of the belief manipulation, we ran an OLS regressing Bob’s decision scenarios in control and treatment on Bob’s second-order beliefs (Table 13). We find that Bobs are more likely to hold higher beliefs when Ann chooses Not Insure and also when Bobs send a promise and Ann makes an active choice. More importantly, we find a significant positive effect of increase in beliefs between Insure and Not Insure from the control to the treatment as given by the coefficient on the interaction term. Table 13: Second Order Belief OLS regression with belief as the dependent variable I II NotInsure 1.92** 1.92** Treatment NotInsure*Treatment Period Constant Controls Clusters R2 N



(0.96)



(0.96)



20.64****



20.17****



(2.21)



(2.18)



3.21***



3.21***



(1.33)



(1.33)



0.12



-0.23



(0.25)



(0.25)



46.1****



44.9****



(2.32)



(4.43)



No 174 0.15 1504



Yes 174 0.19 1504



Notes: Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors clustered at subject id. Session and demographic dummies included but not reported. * p


A.1.4



Role of Promisors’ Expectations



Since Bob’s preferences maybe belief-dependent, we analyse the role of Bob’s expectations about Ann’s payoff expectations on Bob’s decision. Table 14 represents the result from the probit analysis. We split our data into two sub-samples. First we look at those participants who we classified as having guilt-averse preferences (I and II). Second, we look at those participants who we classified as
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having preference for commitment (III and IV). Note that for guilt-averse types, expectations can explain behavior fairly well. Adding expectations causes the coefficient on the Treatment variable to reduce and become insignificant. On the contrary, for participants classified as commitment-types, the treatment effect remains strong. This shows that there is more going on that is explained by just expectations. Table 14: Decision to choose Share Probit predicting probability of Promisor choosing Share (Take,Share) Share,Share I II I II NotInsure 0.36**** 0.32*** 0.11*** 0.13**** (0.09)



Treatment NotInsure*Treatment Period



(0.10)



(0.04)



(0.04)



0.22**



0.17



0.54****



0.54****



(0.11)



(0.11)



(0.05)



(0.05)



0.36***



0.28*



-0.14****



-0.15****



(0.13)



(0.16)



(0.04)



(0.04)



-0.01*



-0.02**



0.006



0.005



(0.01)



(0.01)



(0.01)



Expectation



0.10**** (0.02)



Controls Clusters R2 N



Yes 26 0.41 238



Yes 26 0.49 238



(0.01)



0.08**** (0.02)



Yes 48 0.28 384



Yes 48 0.29 384



Notes: We report marginal effects of change in variables. Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors clustered at subject id. Interaction corrected using Norton, Wang, and Ai (2004). Session dummies included but not reported. * p


A.1.5



False Consensus Effect



As with many experiments in which participants’ beliefs as well as their actions are elicited, our experiment is susceptible to the false consensus effect. The false consensus effect suggests that individuals overweight their beliefs according to the action they choose. Thus, in our case, it would suggest that those who choose Share under Not Insure and Take under Insure would hold a higher belief under Not Insure than under Insure. Though it is impossible in our design to rule out false
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consensus effect, certain design feature and observation suggests that false consensus effect may not be the reason why individuals hold differing beliefs. First, we elicit Bob’s second order belief before we elicit his choice. This was done to reduce any saliency effect Bob’s choice might have on his beliefs. Second, Bob’s who promised and chose the same action under Insure and Not Insure still held differing beliefs between the two (70% under Insure vs 74% under Not Insure, p-value=0.002). This observation is contrary to the false consensus effect as it would suggest that Bobs who choose the same action across the two would hold the same beliefs under them.



A.2



Model



We formally represent the extensive form game after a promise has been sent by Bob (B) to Ann (A). The extensive form with observable action is a tuple < N, H > where N = {A, B} and H 55 is the set of feasible histories. Z 56 is the set of terminal nodes. The player function is denoted by P ()57 . The actions available for player P (h) after history h is A(h) = {a : (h, a) ∈ H}. Let σA and σB denote the strategy of player A and B respectively.



σA ∈ {K5, (K0, Insure), (K0, N otInsure)} I NI I NI σB ∈ {(σB , σB ) : σB ∈ {T ake, Share}, σB ∈ {T ake, Share}}



Before A takes an action, B sends her a message m = (mI , mN I ) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} where mI = 1 represents the sender’s intention to choose Share after A chooses to Insure and mN I = 1 represents the sender’s intention to choose Share after A chooses to Not Insure. Hence m = (1, 1) ≡ 1 represents a promise58 . Since the focus of this paper is to explain why people keep promises, we 55



H = {φ, K5, K0, (K0, Insure), (K0, N otInsure)(K0, Insure, T ake), (K0, Insure, Share), (K0, N otInsure, T ake), (K0, N otInsur Z = {K5, (K0, Insure, T ake) (K0, Insure, Share), (K0, N ot Insure, T ake), (K0, N otInsure, Share)} 57 P (φ) = A and P (K0, N otInsure) = B = P (K0, Insure) 58 m = (0, 1) would represent a conditional promise. m = (0, 0) would represent an empty talk or no message.



56
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analyse the game conditional on a promise being sent. We make the following assumptions. ASSUMPTION 1: A promise (m = 1) is interpreted as the occurrence of event Share i.e. P r(Share|Insure, m = 1) = 1 = P r(Share|N otInsure, m = 1). This interpretation is public knowledge. Assumption 1 states that any promise carries the literal meaning that the sender will choose Share. Note that it does not state that A believes the promise. Therefore, although messages do not need to be believed, they will be understood. ASSUMPTION 2: As are of non-strategic and heterogeneous types, α ∈ [0, 1], where types represent how credible A thinks B’s promise is. The types of A are uniformly distributed, α ∼ U [0, 1]. Assumption 2 states that given the literal meaning of promise, A discounts the meaning of a promise by a factor α. If α = 0, it implies A does not believe the promise and thinks that B will choose Take. At the other extreme, if α = 1, it implies that A is fully naive and takes the message at face value. For α ∈ (0, 1), A is partially naive and less credulous and discounts the message by a factor α59 . This implies that given α, A’s first-order belief (how likely A thinks B will choose Share) is α. ASSUMPTION 3: A is a standard utility maximizer with risk-neutral selfish preferences:



UA (sA , sB ) = πA (sA , sB )



where sA and sB are the actions and πA and πB are the material payoffs of A and B respectively. 59



Using survey data from the German Socio-Economic Panel, Dohmen et al. [2012] provide evidence for heterogeneity in individuals’ estimates of others’ trustworthiness. Butler et al. [2012] show using the European Social Survey data the presence of considerable heterogeneity in trust beliefs within and across countries. They claim how this heterogeneity suggest not everyone in the population correctly judges other’s trustworthiness leading some people to have overly optimistic beliefs, while others are too pessimistic.
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Expectation-based guilt-averse preference Charness and Dufwenberg [2006] lay out a simple framework to represent guilt-averse preferences. Since guilt-averse preferences are belief-dependent, we lay out the following terminologies. A’s first-order belief is the belief she holds that B will choose Share. Given A’s first-order belief, EA (πA (sa (·)) denotes her first-order payoff expectations60 or the amount she expects to receive when she chooses sA . B’s second-order belief is the belief he holds over A’s belief that he will choose Share. Given sA and B’s second-order belief, let EB (EA (πA (sa ))) denote what B expects A expects to receive61 . ASSUMPTION 4(a): If B has guilt averse preferences, then a risk-neutral B’s preference is given by; UB (sA , sB ) = πB (sA , sB ) − θB (max{EB (EA (πA (sa ))) − πA (sA , sB ), 0})



where θB ∈ [0, ∞) is the measure of sensitivity of player B to his expectation of A’s expectations (also referred to as the guilt parameter ). Increasing θ implies increasing sensitivity to guilt. ASSUMPTION 5: A is non-strategic. That is, they choose according to their belief without taking in account the affect her choice has on Bob’s decision to Share.



The importance of assumption 5 will be explained later. If A receives a promise, her type α determines how likely she thinks B will keep his promise. Therefore α also determines what she expects to receive given her choice, EA (πA (sA (·))). If α < 0.4, A’s expected payoff from choosing Keep 0 is less than $5. Her optimal choice is to Keep 5. If 0.4 ≤ α ≤ 0.5, she expects to receive the most when she chooses Keep 0 and Insures. If α > 0.5, ∗ is given by; her optimal choice is to Keep 0 and Not Insure. Therefore, her optimal strategy σA 60 61



We refer to this as promisee expectations in the main text. We refer to this as promisor expectations in the main text.
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      Keep5 if α ≤ 0.4      ∗ σA = Keep0 & Insure if 0.4 < α ≤ 0.5          Keep0 & Not Insure if α > 0.5 PREDICTION 1: A who chooses Insure are more likely to believe that B will choose Share than A who chooses Not Insure. Since A’s choice depends on α, B after observing A’s action, can infer her type, α. Specifically, if he observes Insure, he infers α ∈ (0.4, 0.5] and if he observes Not Insure, he infers α ∈ (0.5, 1]. Since we assume α ∼ U [0, 1], B’s updated expectation of α after observing A’s choice of Insure is E(α|Insure) = 0.45 and Not Insure is E(α|N otInsure) = 0.75. Note that B’s expectation of A’s type α determines what B expects A expects to receive, EB (EA (πA (sA ))) = E(α|sA )πA (sA , Share) + (1 − E(α|sA ))πA (sA , T ake). PREDICTION 2: B’s second order belief (and hence second order expectation) is greater when A, after deciding to Keep 0, chooses to Not Insure than when she decides to Insure. Given B’s updated expectation of A’s expectation, B’s intensity of guilt, θ, determines B’s choice. If B observes that A has chosen to Insure, his utility from choosing Take is given by UB = 19 − θ(0.45 ∗ 5) and Share is given by UB = 12. B’s choice under Insure can be written as a function of guilt intensity parameter θ with a cut of value θ∗ = 1.58. B will choose Take if his type θ ≤ 1.58 and Share if θ > 1.58. Similarly, one can calculate the threshold value θ∗∗ = 0.60 which along with ∗ , of B’s type will determine B’s choice if A chooses Not Insure. Therefore the optimal strategy, σB



B with type θ is given by;
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      (Take,Take)      ∗ σB = (Take,Share)          (Share,Share)



if θ ≤ θ∗∗ = 0.6 if θ∗∗ < θ ≤ θ∗ if θ∗ < θ



PREDICTION 3: If Bs are guilt averse, positive fraction of Bs will use the strategy (Take,Share) .



Importance of assumption 5 Assumption 5 is important to make the above argument. If A’s are strategic, then low types of A would find it beneficial to mimic the high A types, as B’s are more likely to keep their promise after Not Insure than Insure. Yet, the logic would still hold. Since no A’s who hold high beliefs would choose Not Insure, any choice of Insure would signal to Bob that Ann holds low belief.



Preference for Commitment The other line of reasoning which explains promise keeping is that Bs have a fixed cost of breaking their promise(preference for commitment). ASSUMPTION 4(b): Utility of a risk-neutral B with preference for commitment can be represented by;



UB (sA , sB ; yB ) = πB (sA , sB ) − cB I(yB )



where yB is Bob’s intended action specified in his promise. I(yB ) = 0 if yB = sB and I(yB ) = 1 if yB 6= sB . ∗ is the same as in the previous section. Since B’s utility is not dependent on A’s strategy σA
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A’s expectation, learning A’s type does not affect his choice. If Ann chooses Insure, then Bob will choose Share if $19 − cB < $12. Similarly if Ann chooses to Not Insure, Bob will choose Share if $19 − cB < $12. B’s type c along with threshold value c∗ = 7 determines B’s strategy σB ();



∗ σB



=



     (Take,Take)



if c ≤ c∗



    (Share,Share)



if c > c∗



PREDICTION 4: If Bs keep their promise only because of preference for commitment, the game predicts that one should not observe the strategy (Take,Share) being played62 .



62



After controlling for other regarding preferences which can make Bob’s use the strategy (Take,Share).
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Appendix B - Instructions Thank you for deciding to participate in this experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to study how people make decisions. The instructions are simple and if you follow them carefully, you may earn considerable amounts of money. Feel free to ask us questions as they arise by raising your hand. The amount of money you receive will depend on the decisions made during this session. An Outline In this experiment, you will be either assigned Role A or Role B. There will be 12 rounds. In each round, pairs consisting of a Role A and a Role B participant will be formed. Each round can be one of two types: No Communication or Communication. There will be 6 rounds of each type. At the beginning of each round, you will be informed whether you are in the Communication round or in the No Communication round. The types of round will appear in random order but there will always be two consecutive rounds of the same type. For example, if the first round is Communication, then the second round will also be Communication. The third round can either be Communication or No Communication. If the third round is No Communication, then the fourth round will also be No Communication and so on. We will first describe the Communication rounds. Communication: In each round, •



A receives $5 from the experimenter. A then decides how much she wants to keep.



•



A can decide to Keep 5 or Keep 0. The amount A decides not to keep is passed to B. – –



•



If A chooses Keep 5, the round ends and each participant gets $5. If A chooses Keep 0, then she gets to choose whether she wants to Insure or Not Insure.



Next, if A chooses Keep 0, then B gets to decide whether to invest the money received in project X or project Y irrespective of A’s decision to Insure or Not Insure.



Payoff to A is determined by the amount of money A keeps, A’s decision to Insure/Not Insure and B ’s investment decision. Payoff to B is determined by the amount of money A keeps and B ’s investment decision. • If A chooses to Keep 0 & Not Insure and B decides to invest the money received in X , – A receives $0 and B receives $19. • If A chooses to Keep 0 & Not Insure and B decides to invest the money received in Y – A receives $11 and B receives $12. • If A chooses to Keep 0 & Insure and B decides to invest the money received in X , – A receives $0 and an additional $3 from the Insurance (A’s total payoff = $3) and B receives $19. • If A chooses to Keep 0 & Insure and B decides to invest the money received in Y – A receives $11 but she pays $ 3 for the Insurance(A’s total payoff= $8) and B receives $12.
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A($5)



Keep 5



Keep 0 A







 $5 $5



Insure



Not Insure



B







B



X



Y



 $3 $19







 $8 $12







X



Y











$0 $19



 $11 $12



The above figure illustrates the actions and Total Payoffs. Every Communication round consists of 4 steps as will be described next. Step 1: Role Assignment In the first round, you will be randomly assigned either of the following roles: A or B. From then on, your role will alternate between rounds. If you were A in the previous round, you will be assigned the role of B in the current round; If you were B in the previous round, you will be assigned the role of A in the current round. You will be informed of the role you are assigned at the beginning of each round. In each round, you will be paired with a participant of the other role. The amount of money you earn depends on the decisions made in your pair. NOTE: The participant you are paired with will change every round. You will never interact with the same participant twice. Step 2: Message Stage Before A makes her decision, B will have an opportunity to send a written message to A. B will be given 65 seconds to write this message. In these messages no one is allowed to identify him or herself by name or gender or appearance (hair color etc). Other than these restrictions, B may say anything he wishes in this message. •



If you type a message, press Enter on the keyboard to send the message.



After B sends the message A will be able to see it. If A does not see anything in the Message Box, that means B did not send a message.
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Step 3: Decision Stage •



A moves first and chooses between Keep 5 and Keep 0.



•



If A decides to Keep 0, she decides again and chooses between Insure and Not Insure.



•



B is not told what A has decided. B makes decisions conditional on every possible choice of A i.e. 1.



Choice if Keep 0, Not Insure: B will decide in what to invest if A decides to Keep 0 & Not Insure.



2.



Choice if Keep 0, Insure: B will also decide in what to invest if A decides to Keep 0 & Insure.



The two decisions will appear in RANDOM order. PAYOFF: Payoffs will be determined by the actual choice of A and the corresponding investment decision of B i.e., • if A decides to Keep 0 & Not Insure, the investment made by B under Keep 0, Not Insure will determine payoff for A and B. • if A decides to Keep 0 & Insure, the investment made by B under Keep 0 will determine payoff for A and B. • if A decides to Keep 5, neither of B ’s decisions will count and both participants get $5. Since there is no way to predict what decision A will make, B is advised to make choices in each scenario as if it will count. B is under no obligation to choose different or same actions in the two scenarios: Keep 0 & Not Insure and Keep 0 & Insure. Step 4: Bonus for Guessing Stage In the experiment, you can earn a bonus up to $1 by correctly guessing outcomes (explained below). Role A • If A chooses either Keep 0 & Not Insure or Keep 0 & Insure, she will be asked to report how likely she thinks B would be to invest in Y following her choice of Keep 0 & Not Insure or Keep 0 & Insure. –



A will report a number between 0 and 100. For example, if A’s choice is Keep 0 & Not Insure and she reports 53, it means A thinks B has a 53% chance of investing in Y when she chooses Keep 0 and decides to Not Insure.



• If A chooses Keep 5, she will not report anything. PAYOFF: After A chooses a number between 0 and 100, the computer draws a number r between 0 and 100. Any number between 0 and 100 is equally likely to be picked by the computer. •



If the number r the computer draws is less than the number A reports, –



•



A will get $1 if B invests in Y under her chosen action



If the number r the computer draws exceeds the number A reports, 49



– •



A will get $1 with r % chance or 0 otherwise.



If A chooses Keep 5, she will not have to report anything and the computer will randomly pay her $1 with 50% chance and 0 otherwise.



EXAMPLE: Suppose A’s decision is Keep 0 & Not Insure and she reports 53. If the computer draws 49(a number less than her reported number), A will be paid $1 if B invests in Y under Keep 0 & Not Insure and nothing if B invests in X under Keep 0 & Not Insure. If on the other hand the computer picks 85 which is greater than 53, then with 85% chance A will receive $1 and 0 otherwise, regardless of B’s choice. Because of the payoff rule, you are incentivized to report exactly how likely you think B will invest in Y (i.e. if I believe there’s a 53% chance B will invest in Y, I should report 53.)



Role B A was asked how likely she thought B would be to invest in Y after her decision. B will now guess the number A reported. Since B does not know A’s choice, he will be asked to guess for every possible choice of A, i.e. •



Guess if Keep 0, Not Insure: B will guess the number A reported if A chooses Keep 0 & decides to Not Insure.



•



Guess if Keep 0, Insure: B will guess the number A reported if A chooses Keep 0 & decides to Insure.



PAYOFF: Bonus payoff for B will be determined by A’s actual choice, A’s guess under her choice and the accuracy of B ’s guess for that particular choice. •



That is, if A decides to Keep 0 & Not Insure(Keep 0 & Insure), the accuracy of the guess made by B under Keep 0 & Not Insure(Keep 0 & Insure) will determine his payoff. If the guess deviates by 5 points or less, B gets $1. If the guess deviates by 8 points or less but more than 5 points, B gets $0.50. If the guess deviates by 10 points or less but more than 8 points B gets $0.25. Otherwise B does not get anything.



•



If A chooses Keep 5, B is paid $1 with 50% chance and 0 otherwise.



The way your payment is determined in the Bonus Stage, you will maximize your expected payment by reporting what you think . No Communication Rounds Having described Communication Rounds, we now describe No Communication Rounds which differ in the following two details: •



A cannot decide in the Decision Stage



•



B cannot send a message to A.



The following table make this clear NOTE: You will not know your payoffs and the decision of your partner till the end of the experiment. 50



Message Stage



Decision Stage



Bonus Stage



Role A



No message received.



A will not be able to make a choice in the decision round. The computer makes a choice for her. The computer is equally likely to choose Keep 5, Keep 0 & Not Insure or Keep 0 & Insure. A will know the computer’s choice.



A will report how likely she thinks B would be to invest in Y following the computer’s decision of Keep 0 & Not Insure or Keep 0 & Insure.



Role B



B will not be able to send a message to A.



B will not know the computer’s choice. B will make investment decisions conditional on every possible choice of the computer.



B will guess the number A reported.



Your Final Payment The total payment received at the end of the experiment is the sum of the following three parts: •



A Show-up Fee of $3



•



Decision Stage Payment: ONE among the 12 rounds will be randomly chosen for payment.



•



Bonus Stage Payment: ONE round other than the round chosen for the Decision Stage will be chosen for payment.
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Appendix C-Message Coding Table 15: Sample of messages and coding Type P P CP V CP E P P V P P CP P P E CP P E P E P P (Belief Coordination)



Message hi, we need a win-win situation, I will choose to invest in Y I’ll invest Y It would be most benifical if you choose keep 0, not insure. I will select y and we both recieve decent payoffs don’t keep. keep 0, do not insure, invest in y. Share man (or woman) have some mercy for lil o me i will invest in y if you choose to keep 0 ayy keep 0 and I’ll pick y. best case 11 > 5! Best payoffs= keep 0 no insure, both get the most so yeah choose that keep 0 invest y HEY, LET’S MAKE THE BEST DECISION FOR BOTH OF US. YOU CHOOSE KEEP 0 AND I WILL CHOOSE Y Poor college students gotta stick together. If you keep 0 and Not Insure I will pick y I will invest in Y so we both can have a decent amount of money. Keep 0 and don’t insure :) Hi let’s make the best decision for both of us! You can choose to keep 0 and I will choose Y. This is America where you are free to make your own decisions, may the odds forever be in your favour If you pick keep 0, not insure, and guess” there’s a 100% chance of me picking Y, you’ll get the best possible payoff (with bonus)” Don’t keep it. I will choose Y my good friend Let’s both make some money You’re broke I’m broke lets be a itte less poor. I dont wanna get screwed nor screw anyone else. I just want some money and go home Look, I do not really care I get 19 or 12, Lets just get the most money out of them, I will choose Y whatsoever Nationwide is one your side! On* My choice is y. 100% The bigger payoff is if you keep 0 and not insure. If you do this I WILL pick Y regardless. when they ask your guess, put in 100%
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Type E CP CP P(Belief Coordination)



V P P V P P V E P P P(Belief Coordination)



CP E



CP CP P V P



Message At least the ac is working, and theres no chance of rain today. hey seriously, keep 0 and not insure. I will invest Y, wo both get money. you jump! I jump! If you keep 0 and choose to not insure, I triple pinky swear that I will choose Y! Please & thank you (: Hi, good afternoon! I will choose to investigate Y, so I suggest to choose keep 0 and not insured. For the guess part, you can guess 100%, so that I can guess the same number I know you will keep 5... I’m going to invest in Y Choose Keep 0. I promise I will choose Y either way. If you don’t trust me you can insure your decision but if you do trust me you can earn $11 I will 75% choose Y, so please Keep 0 and Not Insure and enter 75. Go Bucks! II’ll invest in Y regardless so as to maximize our earnings. Honestly, I’m just trying to make enough money for gas to Clevland for my best friend’s dad’s funeral, so if you don’t keep the $5, I promise to pick Y. If you pick not insure I promise I’ll pick Y! wait I meant Insure what do you call a toothless bear? a gummy bear!!!!! :) how do you make holy water? you boil the HELL out of it!!!!!! should you choose not to keep $5, I’ll chose Y so we both get max amount of possible money. I thikn it’d be a good idea to keep zero and not insure so we can both get the most amount of money, but either way I’ll choose Y :) I’ve been telling people what % to guess when it should just be 100% since I’m choosing Y al the time LAWL So yeah just say 100% Lean On x Major Lazer & DJ Snake o choose (keep 0) the (not insure) and I will pick the 11/12 split! I got you my homie I genuinely think Cardale should be our starting QB this year He’s pretty good at football and I think he’s hilarious. Dude’s got a lot of charm I’m really hoping we go to the National Championship again cause that was sweet go bucks hey cutie ;) whats up choose keep 0, not insure i’ll choose Y love you I’ll choose Y if you choose Keep 0, Not Insure It has the fairest payoff for both of us I’m not a greedy asshole 99% chance were all here to make cash, keep 0 and ill invest in Y, insured or not. Honest Buckeye aka if I lie we wont win the national championship again it is better to insure your investment I will not Bernie Madoff your money. To be sure of this put some Nationwide insurance on that investment and we can have mutually beneficial payouts when I pick Y.
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Table 16: Message coding Sample Message 1



2 3 4 5



6 7



Experimenter coding



Its most profitable for both of us, if you choose to KEEP 0 & Not Insure. I will choose to invest in Y. Keep 0 and Not Insure, I will invest in Y, you get 11. I will choose Y 100% guaranteed. If you choose Keep 0 and Not Insure I will pick Y. You should pick Keep 0 and Not Insure, and I’ll pick Y. Good for both of us. It’s up to you, but I’ll pick Y inevitably so don’t do Keep 5! I don’t care about the extra $7. I’ll choose Y whatever. There is 100% chance i choose Y. Please keep 0 and Not Insure so that you can earn the most.



CP



Percentage of Subjects interpreted message as Promise (P) Conditional Promise (CP) 43 57



CP



38



62



P CP



85 22



15 78



P



83



17



P



86



14



P



80



20



Notes: Subjects were asked to interpret each message. Subjects were given several interpretations of a message and were asked to choose the option that best represented the message. A promise was represented by the following 3 options: “B will choose Y whenever A chooses Keep 0, but B advices A to Not Insure.”; “Irrespective of A’s decision to choose Insure or Not Insure, B will choose Y whenever A chooses Keep 0.” ; “B will choose Y whenever A chooses Keep 0, but B advices A to Insure.” Similarly, its a conditional promise if the subjects picked any of the following options: “B will choose Y if A chooses Keep 0 and Not Insure. B has not said anything about what he would do if A chooses Insure.”; “B will choose Y only if A chooses Keep 0 and Not Insure, otherwise B will choose X.”
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